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Range of Adaptation of the Most Important Turf Grasses 
That many clubs are doubtful as to which of the turf grasses is 

best suited to their local conditions is indicated by letters frequently 
received by the Green Section. To assist these clubs in solving their 
problem the accompanying maps are reprinted from Volume II of 
T H E BULLETIN. 

Map I. Kentucky bluegrass, redtop and white clover. The hatched area is that in 
which Kentucky bluegrass succeeds best. White clover and redtop occupy the same 

area, but both thrive well much farther southward. 

Map II. Bent grasses and red fescue. The dnuhle-hatched area is that in which creep
ing, velvet, and Rhode Island bents, and red fescue succeed well: the single-hatched area, 
that in which they need good care to succeed, although red fescue rarely succeeds south 

of the double-hatched area. 
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On many courses, both northern and southern grasses will be
found in competition, and in these cases experimental work is always
advisable and may lead to most interesting conclusions, comparable
in importance to Mr. W. E. Barret's experimental work at the Her-
mitage Country Club in Richmond, Va.

On the other hand, for Maine to plant Bermuda grass or Louis-
iana to try creeping bent is a waste of time and money; yet experi-
ments of this kind have been brought to our attention.

Map III. Bermuda grass. The double-hatched area is that in which Bermuda grass suc-
ceeds best; the single-hatched. that in which it competes with blue grass and other grasses.

Map IV. Carpet grass. The hatched area is that in which carpet grass is adapted.

Sand for compost should pass a 1Jl-inch-mesh screen. If you can
not get a fine and uniform grade of sand, it is advisable by all means
to screen it.


